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Branded fares and ancillaries in cryptic – Clue card 

Travelport Galileo and Travelport Apollo 
 

Fare Quote 

(FQ or $B)  

Booked itinerary EWR UA CHI UA SEA UA WAS  

 

 

 

Fare Quote 

New Screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For all the airlines 

participating in braded 

fare and ancillaries, the 

fare quote screen will show 

additional branding and 

upsell data (subject to 

availability). The first line 

will show the branded fare 

booked and a terminal 

command VIEW:>BFA01. 

The second line will display 

a brand upsell teaser and a 

terminal command 

VIEWALL>:BFA 

Either tab and enter or 

type the entry in the 

command line to access the 

additional info/screen.  

Tab or type BFA01 to 

access the booked branded 

fare detail screen (NEW) 

Tab or type BFA to access 

the upsell screen (NEW) 

 

Fares and 

Upsells Option 

Screen 

 

BFA Screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The BFA screen will show: 

 

- Upsell Options 

Available; 

- Booked Fare indicator 

“BKD” 

- Upsell indicator 

“NEW” 

- Fare Brands listed by 

fare components 

- Upsell amounts, 

inclusive of taxes 

- Upsell total inclusive 

of taxes, 
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To display the brand detail screen, tab to desired terminal command 

“INFO:>” and press enter or type BFA follwed by the option number. BFA01 

will display the brand details for the first option, BFA02 will display the 

brand detail screen for the second option.  

 

To select an upsell option from the upsell screen, tab to desired terminal 

command “RBK:>” and press enter or type BFAB followed by the option 

number. BFAB02 will rebook the second fare option, BFAB03 will rebook 

the third option.  

- Rebook Terminal 

commands 

- Branded fare display 

terminal command. 

associated attributes 

 

To display additional upsell 

option use the MD (move 

down) entry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Branding 

details screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 *Booked itinerary – Brand detail screen 

The branding details screen 

will show: 

 

- Booked fare 

indicator “BKD” or  

upsell indicator 

“NEW”, 

- Total Fare inclusive 

of tax, 

- Fare Component 

selection indicator 

“*”, 

- Fare component 

number, 

- Fare component 

origin and 

destination 

(including 

connecting city, 

when and if 

applicable), 

- Booked RBD (class), 

- Terminal command 

to access 

additional branded 

fare information 
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Branding 

details screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                           *Upsell itinerary – Brand detail screen 

 

This is a split screen where the Brand Details and Attributes section can be 

navigated independently from eachother.  

 

The attributes and the ancillaries displayed in this screen are associated to 

the fare component selected (*) and may vary between fare components. 

 

To navigate the Attribute panel, use the MD (move down) entry. 

 

To display the attributes associated to the next fare component, tab to the 

terminal command “MOVE NEXT FC:>” and press enter or type BFA0XFCX 

where the x represent the number of the fare option and the fare 

component desired. 

 

To display the brand information, tab to the desired terminal command 

“I:>” and press enter or type BFA0XFCXD, where the x represent the 

number of the fare option and of the fare component desired. 

 

To display the attribute information, tab to the terminal command “VIEW 

ATTR INFO:>” and press enter or type BFA0XFCXADX, where the x represent 

the number of the fare option, of the fare component desired and of the 

ancillary desired. 

 

When displaying an upsell brand detail a rebook terminal command will be 

displayed. To rebook, tab to the terminal command “REBOOK:>” and press 

enter or type BFAB0X, where the x represent the number of the upsell 

option desired. 

 

To return to the upsell screen use the BFA entry or tab to the terminal 

command and press enter. 

related to that 

specific fare 

component, 

- Branded fare name 

by fare component 

(FC1) 

- Attribute/Ancillary 

numbering 

- Attribute/Ancillary 

characteristic (I = 

Included and C= 

Chargeable) 
 

The attributes and the 

ancillaries displayed in this 

screen are associated to 

the fare component 

selected (*) and may vary 

between fare components. 
 

- Terminal command 

entry to display 

branding 

information: 

BFA0XFCXD, where 

the x represent the 

number of the fare 

option and of the 

fare component 

desired, 

- Terminal command 

to view attributes 

branding: 

BFA0XFCXADX, 

where the x 

represent the 

number of the fare 

option, the fare 

component, and of 

the ancillary 

desired. 
 

Additional command entry 

to navigate the screen.  

- Terminal command 

to rebook an upsell 

option BFAB0X, 

where the x 

represent the 

number of the fare 

option desired. 

(This terminal 

command only 

appears when 

displaying an 

upsell brand detail) 
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Branding 

Information 

screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
To return to the previous screen tab to the terminal command, “RETURN 

TO BRAND DISPLAY:>” and press enter or type BFA0X where the x 

represent the number of the fare option currently displayed.  

 

To display the next fare component (when available) tab to the terminal 

command, “NEXT FC:>” and press enter or type BFA0XFCXD where the x 

represent the number of the fare option and face component desired.  

 

The branding details screen 

will show: 

 

- A header indicating 

the fare option and 

the fare component 

displayed. BFA01FC1D 

(first fare option, first 

fare component),  

- The routing, 

- The fare branding, 

- The branding 

information,  

- Terminal command 

return to the previous 

screen 

- Terminal command to 

move to the next fare 

component (when 

available).  

 

Attributes and 

Ancillary detail 

screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The attributes and ancillary 

detail screen will show: 

 

- A header indicating 

the fare option, the 

fare component and 

attribute number 

displayed.  

- The fare component 

routing (origin 

destination including 

any connecting city) 

- Fare brand name 

- Attribute name, 

characteristic 

(Included, chargeable 

and prices – where 

applicable) 

- Terminal command 

return to the previous 

screen. 
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To return to the previous screen tab to the terminal command, “RETURN 

TO BRAND DISPLAY:>” and press enter or type BFA0X where the x 

represent the number of the fare option currently displayed.  

 

To display the next attribute (when available) tab to the terminal 

command, “VIEW NEXT ATTR:>” and press enter or type BFA0XFCXADX 

where the x represent the number of the fare option, face componenet 

and attribute desired.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Terminal command to 

move to the next 

attribute.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


